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Logista activates a new service for the traceability of Covid-19 

vaccines 

 With this system, Logista Pharma will improve the tracking and 
control of the supply chain for Covid-19 vaccines. 
 

 Public Administrations will have detailed information beyond the 
legal requirements in terms of traceability thanks to the company's 
services. 

 

Madrid, February 24, 2021.- Logista Pharma, affiliated company of Logista, has 

launched for the first time the individual and univocal traceability for Covid-19 

vaccines, with the aim of improving the tracking and control of the supply chain up to 

the point of vaccination. 

Thanks to this service, different public administrations that rely on Logista Pharma for 

the distribution of Covid-19 vaccines will have very detailed and precise information 

on each of the containers that have been delivered to the different vaccination 

points, thus far exceeding the legally required traceability requirements. 

Logista Pharma, thanks to significant investments and the accumulated experience in 

recent years in identification, traceability and individual serialisation techniques at the 

unit level of products, has the infrastructure and necessary IT systems to be able to carry 

out unit and univocal traceability for each of the packages containing the vials with the 

doses of Covid-19 vaccines. 

To perform this traceability, the company will carry out the reading of all the unique 

identification codes of each of the containers at the time prior to the shipment of each 

vaccine order to the final recipient, so that it will have a much higher level of traceability 

and detail information on the product supplied than is currently required. 

Current pharmaceutical regulations for the distribution of pharmaceutical products 

require strict traceability of medicines down to the "manufacturing batch" level. This 

means knowing, saving and printing on the delivery notes of each order the batch 

numbers of each of the units that are distributed. All this is mandatory from the origin, 

the manufacturing center, to the final points of dispensing or administration of medicines: 

pharmacies, hospitals, vaccination centres, etc.  
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On each of the medicine boxes, including those for the Covid-19 vaccines, a unique 

identification code is printed in the form of a two-dimensional code, called 

DATAMATRIX Code. The information contained in this code is: product identification, 

manufacturing batch, expiry date, serial number (unique identifier), reimbursement code, 

etc. 

           

 

 

LINK VIDEO TRACEABILITY OF COVID VACCINES:  https://youtu.be/Rj1ChfW2J3E 
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More information: 

AEMPS: 

https://www.aemps.gob.es/industria/dispositivos_seguridad/FAQs/home.htm 

SEVEM:  

www.sevem.es 

GS1: 

https://www.gs1es.org/estandares-gs1-sector-salud/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK-iM1lIrwI&feature=emb_logo 

LEGISLATION: 

BOE - Royal Decree on the distribution of medicines: 

https://www.boe.es/eli/es/rd/2013/10/11/782 

European Directive on the Prevention of Falsified Medicinal Products: 

https://www.boe.es/doue/2011/174/L00074-00087.pdf 

https://www.boe.es/doue/2016/032/L00001-00000.pdf 

AECOC serialisation:  

https://www.aecoc.es/articulos/7-beneficios-de-la-serializacion-de-medicamentos/ 

 

About Logista 

 

Logista is the leading distributor in southern Europe. It regularly serves more than 250,000 

points of sale in Spain, France, Italy, Portugal and Poland and facilitates the best and fastest 

access to the market of a wide range of convenience products, electronic refills, 

pharmaceuticals, books, publications, tobacco and lotteries, among others. Logista has a 

team of highly qualified professionals made up of 5,900 direct employees and 15,000 

collaborators, focused on serving its customers in the most efficient way and adapted to their 

needs. 

 

For more information 

BCW (Burson Cohn & Wolfe) 

Carla Lladó / Marina Huete 

carla.llado@bcw-global.com / marina.huete@bcw-global.com 

669 54 69 09 / 93 201 10 28  
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